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Built-in poly 
wrist rest

VTTM Dual Arm 
Vert. adjustment range:  21” (53.3 cm)
Extended depth with keyboard tray:  28” 
Stowed depth:  7” (17.8 cm)
Horizontal swivel of arms at mount:  180°
Monitor rotates, 
swivels and tilts

VTLP Low Profile 
Vert. adjustment range:  21” (53.3 cm)
Extended depth with keyboard tray:  17”
Stowed depth:  4” (10 cm)
Mounts flat against the wall
Monitor does not rotate or tilt

VT21 
Vert. adjustment range:  21” (53.3 cm)
Extended depth with keyboard tray:  17” 
Stowed depth:  5.5” (14 cm)
Mounts flat against the wall
Monitor rotates, swivels and tilts

Locking lift assist 
easily raises and 

lowers unit

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray
90°

Dual extension arms  
provide 180° of horizontal swivel

CPU mounts to back of unit

Stows  
4" from wall

21" (53.3 cm) 
vertical 

movement

Flip up 
WorkSurface 

tray
90°

4" (10 cm) 
stowed

VT21	 	Low	Profile	Sit-Stand	Workstations  

Tablet	Mount	-	Professional

Specifications 
Maximum height:  16.6" (42 cm)
Stowed height:  26” (66 cm)
Minimum tablet size:  6.5"x9.5" (16.5x24 cm)
Maximum tablet size:  8"x11.5" (20.3x29 cm)
Tablet not included.

TABSDM:  Theft-Resistant Desk Mount
TABCC:  Clamp mount

Desk 
mount

Easy 
adjusting 
tension 
knobs

Tablet 
swivels 360°

Clamp 
mount

Height 
adjusts to 

16.6" 
(42 cm)

2017 Featured 
ICW Products

1-800-558-4435
icwusa.com

MADE IN USA

Starting at $799

$259

Also available  
as tablet mounting 
plate only, no stand
TAB $139

icwusa.com



Overhead	Arm  UL180i-OHAT and UL180i-OHAP

Elite	5216	Double	Arm  ELP5216-WT-KUS  

Compact,	powerful	and	versatile

Specifications
Load capacity:  28 lbs (12.7 kg) LCD only
     22 lbs (9.9 kg) LCD and keyboard
Vert. adjustment range:  30” (76 cm)
Maximum reach:  43” (109 cm) LCD only,
     58" (147 cm LCD & Flip up Keyboard Tray
     64” (162.6 cm) LCD and Keyboard Ultra Slide
Stowed depth:  10.5” (26.7 cm)
Arm swivel at mount:  180°
Screen swivel:  360°
VESA interface:  75 mm and 100 mm
Mounting options:   wall, desk, pole, wall track
Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.

Elite 5220 reaches 68” (173 cm)
with Flip Up Tray

10” 
(25 cm)

NEW Elite 5216 reaches 
58” (147 cm) with Flip Up Tray 
64" (162.6 cm) with Keyboard 

Ultra Slide

ALSO AVAILABLE: ELITE 5220
• 10" longer than the Elite 5216
• Strong lateral support
• Available with our flip-up keyboard or our 

new Keyboard Ultra Slide

Mouse tray 
slides out on 

both right and 
left sides

6-way tilt 
and rotate

•	 26"	of	Vertical	Adjustability

•	 360°	of	Monitor	Swivel

•	 77"	of	Horizontal	Reach

•	 360°	of	Ultra	182	Arm	Pivot

Specifications 
Load capacity: 32 lbs (14.5 kg)
Vert. adjust range: 26” (66 cm)
Maximum reach: 77” (196 cm) 
Stowed depth: 8” (20 cm)
Arm swivel at mount: 180°
Ultra 182 arm swivel: 360°
Monitor swivel: 360°
Monitor tilt: 90°
VESA interface: 75 mm and 100 mm

Monitor not included.

The NEW Overhead Arm 
attaches to the wall, providing 
180° of horizontal rotation for 
a monitor. The monitor can be 
pulled down when required, 
then stowed up and out of 
the way. The Ultra 182 arm 
segment provides up to 26" 
(66 cm) of vertical adjustment 
with a maximum reach of 77” 
(196 cm).

Reach 77" (196 cm)

21" (53 cm)

16" 
(40.6 cm)

28" 
(71 cm)

Internal cable 
management

360° 180°

Overhead 
Arm 

swivels 180° 
at wall

Ultra 182 Arm 
swivels 360°

Monitor 
tilts 90°

UL182i-OHAT
Wall Track Model

UL182i-OHAP
Wall Plate Model

50°  
screen  

tilt Adjustable 
rotation 

stops

270°  
screen swivel with 

rotational stops

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

NEW Keyboard 
Ultra Slide

Flip up 
worksurface

90°

Internal cable 
management

Counter balanced 
extension arm with 
adjustable tension

6"  
vertical 
monitor 
adjust

180°  
arm swivel

5" parallel 
forward monitor 

adjustment

$1499

$1069
as	shown



Ultra	180	and	Ultra	182  

Ultra 180

Ultra 182
17.5 ” (44.5 cm)

13.5” (34.3 cm)

4” 
(10 cm)

The unique and patent pending Ultra 180 arm offers full articulation 
of your monitor and keyboard while supporting up to 32 lbs (14.5 kg). 
Easy to install and cable manage, it provides 180° of vertical arm 
rotation and up to 360° of horizontal rotation. The Ultra 180 stows 
close to the wall, making it the perfect choice for tight spaces.

Specifications Ultra 180
Load capacity:  32 lbs (14.5 kg)
Maximum reach UL 180 with Flip Up Keyboard:  42” (106.7 cm)
Maximum reach UL 180 with Keyboard Ultra Slide:  46” (116.8 cm)
Stowed depth:  10” (25.4 cm)
Vert. adjustment range UL180:  16" (40.6 cm)
Vert. arm rotation:  180°
Arm swivel:  up to 360°
Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.

Specifications Ultra 182
Load capacity:  32 lbs (14.5 kg)
Maximum reach UL 182 with Flip Up Keyboard:  46” (116.8 cm)
Maximum reach UL 182 with Keyboard Ultra Slide:  50” (127 cm)
Stowed depth:  10” (25.4 cm)
Vert. adjustment range UL182:  24" (61 cm)
Vert. arm rotation:  180°
Arm swivel:  up to 360°
Monitor, keyboard and mouse not included.

The	only	arm	with	smooth,	stable	180°	vertical	and	
up	to	360°	horizontal	rotation				U.S.	PATENT	9,243,743B2

360°  
arm swivel

270°  
arm swivel

270°  
arm swivel

180°  
arm swivel

180°  
arm swivel

Internal cable 
management 

Internal cable 
management 

Adjustable 
rotational stops

Mouse tray 
slides out on 

both right and 
left sides

Ultra	180	provides	16"		
(40.6	cm)	of	vertical	
adjustment

UL180EV7-W3-KUB-A1

Ultra	182	provides	24"	
(61	cm)	of	vertical	
adjustment	for	sit-stand	
capability.

UL182EV7-W3-KUB 
Sit-Stand Workstation

UL180iEV7-W3-KUB-A1 
Scanner	and	Mini-PC	mounts	
are	available.

6-way tilt 
and rotate

6-way tilt 
and rotate

Ultra 180 workstation with A1 extension on 
desk mount, monitor and flip up keyboard 
tray.

Dual Ultra 180 workstation with 
A1 extensions on wall track with 
monitor, scanner and WorkSurface 
keyboard tray.

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

90°

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

90°

$656
as	shown

$644
as	sh8wn



Ultra	500i	Workstation

Flip up 
keyboard 

tray

Flip up 
WorkSurface 

tray

25" (63.5 cm) 
vertical 

movement

Ergonomic 
WorkSurface 

Tray with 
keyboard tilt

Gas spring 
assisted

90°

90°

7.5”

Specifications 
Load capacity:  18 lbs (8.2 kg) LCD only,
     28 lbs (12.7 kg) LCD and keyboard
Maximum reach:  42” (106.7 cm)
Stowed depth:  5.5” (14 cm)
Arm swivel:  360°
Screen tilt:  180°
VESA interface:  
75 mm and 100 mm

Mouse tray slides out on 
both right and left sides

Internal cable 
management

360° 
swivel

Easy  
monitor tilt 
adjustment

6-way tilt 
and rotate

Adjustable
rotation 

stops

MDP18-WMD-KUW-DMR

UL500i-T36D-KPB-A3

Elite	Single	Arm									ELQ5120-C8X12MD	Arm	with	Dual	Monitors

Also available  
as a wall mount
ELP5120-WT-KUB

Specifications 
Load capacity:  28 lbs (12.7 kg)
Lift distance:  21” (53.3 cm)
Maximum reach:  27” (68.6 cm)
Arm swivel at mount:  360°
Screen swivel:  360°
Screen tilt:  50°
VESA interface:  75 mm and 100 mm
Monitor not included.

50°

50° 
screen 

tilt at ball 
joint 

360° screen swivel 

Internal cable
management 

Extension pipes 
in 4 length options

90° of tilt 
at each joint 

with Quicklink 
adjustment

Counter balanced 
lift arm with 

adjustable tension

Adjustable 
rotation 

stops

Standard 
under 

monitor 
handle

Ultra	Undercabinet	Monitor	Mount

Accessories

Load capacity:  35 lbs (15.9 kg) LCD only,
     29 lbs (13.2 kg) LCD and keyboard tray, 
     27 lbs (12.25 kg) LCD and WorkSurface Tray
WorkSurface tray size:  20.75” x 10.5” (52.7 cm x 26.7 cm)
Maximum reach:  MD18: 42" (106.7 cm);  MD12: 29" (73.7 cm)
Vertical movement:  MD18: 25" (63.5 cm);  MD12: 17" (43.2 cm) 
Stowed depth:  12” (30.5 cm)
Arm swivel at mount:  180°
Screen swivel:  180°;  Screen tilt:  50°
VESA interface:  75 mm and 100 mm
Monitors, keyboard and mouse not included.

Space-saving,	heavy	duty	
workstation

180° 180°

GX Series Compact 
monitor mounts
Starting at $83 

CPU mounts
Starting at $90

Adjustable Mini-
PC and Scanner 
mounts 
Starting at $54

Glides 28" horizontally on 
mounting track

360° 
screen 

rotation

180° 
swivel 

at 
mount

360° 
swivel 
at joint

 Up to 16"
(40.6 cm)
vertical

adjustment

Specifications
Load capacity:  
32 lbs (14.5 kg)
Ultra 180 arm reach:  
16" (40.6 cm)
Horizontal glide:  28" (71 cm)
Stowed depth:  10" (25.4 cm)
Arm swivel at mount:  up to 360°
Screen rotation:  360°
Screen tilt:  50°
Mounting options:   
Under cabinet or shelf

UL180i-BV-TS28-D1

50°  
screen  

tilt

6-way 
monitor 

pan, tilt and 
rotate

$593
as	shown

Starting	at
$594

Starting	at
$693

$1080
as	shown
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